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Opening Slides & Conference Opening

9.00 – 9.45

20 Tips on Teaching Vocabulary — Penny Ur

9.45 - 10.00

Break & Partner videos

10.00 - 10.45

Mazes, maps, rhymes and raps: Pronunciation
made practical — Mark Hancock

10.45 - 11.00

Break & Partner videos

11.00 - 11.45

Developing, not testing, listening skills — Lindsay
Warwick

11.45 - 12.45

Lunch Break - Q&A - Meet the Partners

13.00 - 13.45

Educational Inclusion – the myths, challenges and
realities — Marie Delaney

13.45 - 14.00

Break & Partner videos

14.00 - 14.45

Two sides of the same coin: Critical and Creative
Thinking in the ELT classroom — John Hughes

14.45 - 15.00

Closing

15.00 - 16.30

Conference after-party (Meet the partners, raf e, music,
networking sessions, Q&A follow-up on sessions & more) using
Zoom Breakout Rooms
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8.45 - 9.00
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Webinar
Penny Ur

20 Tips on Teaching Vocabulary

Research indicates that vocabulary is probably the most important
component of pro ciency - particularly reading comprehension: it is
therefore essential to teach it effectively.
This talk will present my own 20 tips on teaching vocabulary, with
particular attention to current issues relating to online teaching.
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Penny Ur has thirty years' experience as an English teacher in
elementary, middle and high schools in Israel. Now retired, she has
taught M.A. courses at Oranim Academic College of Education and
Haifa University. She has presented papers at TESOL, IATEFL and
various other English teachers' conferences worldwide.
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Webinar
Mark Hancock
Mazes, maps, rhymes and raps:
Pronunciation made practical

Pronunciation teaching can be a joy – it doesn’t have to be all
complicated theory and dif cult symbols. With a playful and
experimental approach, it can be a part of the lesson that your students
look forward to most. In this session, we will try out three very different
kinds of enjoyable activity and see how they each serve different
purposes.
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Mark Hancock wrote his rst book, Pronunciation Games (CUP) in the
early nineties. Since then, he has been teaching in Europe and writing
materials including English Pronunciation in Use Intermediate (CUP)
and various coursebooks. His latest books, PronPack 1-4 (Hancock
McDonald ELT) received the 2017 ELTons Award for innovation in
teacher resources. Mark also uploads free articles and materials on
pronpack.com and hancockmcdonald.com.
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Webinar
Lindsay Warwick
Developing, not testing, listening
skills

A typical approach to teaching listening is to give learners lots of
practice and test their understanding of a single text through
comprehension exercises. In this session, we'll look at a slightly
different approach which focuses on helping learners to develop
transferable sub-skills and strategies that will help them beyond that
one lesson.

.


Lindsay Warwick is a teacher, trainer and materials writer. She has
been teaching general English and exam preparation courses for over
twenty years. She is a CELTA trainer and has delivered teacher
development courses in the UK and abroad on topics such as train the
trainer, using technology in the classroom and helping learners to
prepare for exams. She is co-author of Gold Preliminary B1, Gold
Experience B1 and B2+, Expert IELTS 6 and Pearson’s new general
English series Roadmap (A2 and A2+)
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Webinar
Marie Delaney
Educational Inclusion – the myths,
challenges and realities

Inclusion is a hot topic at the moment in many countries. Many
teachers feel worried about trying to include students with additional
educational needs in their classrooms. In this talk I will look at some of
the myths around inclusion, give teachers some ways of identifying
students who have additional needs, particularly those which might
present as challenging behaviour and offer some practical teaching
strategies for creating inclusive classrooms where all students can
achieve to the best of their ability. I will also suggest activities which the
English Language teacher can do to speci cally support students to
develop their social and emotional skills related to learning.
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Marie Delaney is a teacher trainer, educational psychotherapist, author
and director of The Learning Harbour, Cork, Ireland. She worked for
many years with students of all ages with challenging behaviour and
other special educational needs, both in mainstream and special
educational settings. She is one of the writers of the British Council’s
online course for teachers in special educational needs and the
Language for Resilience report on the language needs of refugees.
She is the author of ‘Attachment for Teachers ‘, ‘Teaching the
Unteachable’ and ‘What can I do with the kid who..’ (Worth publishing
UK) and Into the Classroom : Special Educational Needs ( OUP).
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Webinar
John Hughes
Two sides of the same coin:
Critical and Creative Thinking in
the ELT classroom
Critical thinking and creative thinking are often presented as opposites
because one involves convergent thinking and the other requires
divergent thinking. However, I’d argue that they are two sides of same
coin: one inspires the other. In this webinar, I’ll explore their relationship
in the ELT classroom and illustrate how we can apply them with
practical activities you can use in your teaching tomorrow. The session
will also include ideas taken from the book ‘Critical thinking in
ELT’ (National Geographic Learning) which was a nalist in the 2020
British Council ELTons awards.
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John Hughes is an award-winning ELT author and teacher trainer.
With over 40 book titles, his best-known course series is National
Geographic Learning’s Life and he is also a co-author on the new third
edition of World English. As a teacher trainer, he has run courses,
workshops and given conference presentations in over 40 countries.
His main specialism is materials development and bridging the gap
between theory and practice. He still teaches and pilots his own
materials with students in Oxford.
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Lunch Breakout Room Sessions
Room

Time

What?

Q & A Presenters

11.45 - 12.05

Penny Ur

Q & A Presenters

12.05 - 12.25

Mark Hancock

Q & A Presenters

12.25 - 12.45

Lindsay Warwick

Cambridge University Press

11.45 - 12.45

Virtual Meet & Greet

Edubears

11.45 - 12.45

5 useful apps to make your online
teaching more lively

Klett

11.45 - 12.45

Interactive and printed textbooks

Macmillan Education

11.45 - 12.45

Question Time!

National Geographic
Learning

11.45 - 12.45

Ask Tim anything!

Oxford University Press

11.45 - 12.45

Online services and products
update for 2021

P.A.R.K.

11.45 - 12.45

P.A.R.K. and Cambridge Exams

Scilearn

11.45 - 12.45

How to Prepare the Student's
Brain for English

Ventures Books

11.45 - 12.15

Let´s meet and talk!
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After-Party Breakout Room Sessions
Room

Time

What?

Q & A Presenters

15.00 -15.20

Marie Delaney

Q & A Presenters

15.20 - 15.40 John Hughes

Conference Café

15.00 - 16.15

Have a cup of coffee with your
colleagues and chat

Conference Tearoom

15.00 - 16.15

Have a cup of tea with your colleagues
and chat

Conference Bar

15.00 - 16.15

Have a nice glass of … with your
colleagues and chat

Cambridge University Press 15.00 - 16.00 Virtual Meet & Greet

Edubears

15.00 - 16.00 DO’s and DON’Ts of online teaching

Fraus

15.00 - 15.30 Video: On and Off Activities and Tips

Macmillan Education

15.00 - 16.00 Question Time!

P.A.R.K.

15.00 - 16.00 P.A.R.K. and Cambridge Exams

Scilearn

15.00 - 16.00

How to Prepare the Student's Brain for
English

Breakout Room
Cambridge University Press

Virtual Meet & Greet

During this session we would like to nd out what support you are looking
for, and offer you our expertise and advice in order to choose the right
textbook for your students
We will ask you to ll in a short questionnaire and enjoy a fruitful discussion
over the Cambridge book offer. We look forward to meeting you virtually
over our book display
Františka Lutterov
Cambridge University Press is part of the University of Cambridge. Our
mission is to unlock people’s potential with the best learning and research
solutions. Our vision is a world of learning and research inspired by
Cambridge. Cambridge University Press is a world leader in the eld of
English Language Teaching (ELT) publishing, with titles for teachers and
learners of English, covering all levels from kindergarten to university and
adult language training. We have a long-established and thriving business
throughout the Czech Republic, and now with a new of ce in Prague 7
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Mgr. Františka Lutterov
Cambridge University Pres
www.cambridge.or
Mobile 00 420 724 358 58
utterova@cambridge.org
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Breakout Room
Edu Bears
5 useful apps to make your online
teaching more lively

Let me invite you to join in for a review of online apps. Come, talk and leave
with a list most popular ways to spice up your online teaching.
Edu Bears is a company that offers innovative educational solutions
Our agship brand is Teddy Eddie, an ambitious method of teaching
English to kids aged 2 to 7 tested by more than 20,000 students in over 250
language schools throughout Poland, Slovakia and Czech Republic
Edu Bears consists of a small but constantly growing team of creative and
passionate people. With the combined enthusiasm of the method’s authors,
our employees, teachers and parents of our students, we are able to
provide children with the best language education – introducing them into
the world of English which never is nor will be a “foreign” language to
them.
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Adam Jańcza
Edu Bears
mob. +48 726 204 762
adam.janczak@edubears.com
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Breakout Room
Edu Bears
DO’s and DON’Ts of
online teaching

Meet me to exchange ideas and experience on teaching online. Let’s look
at DOs and DON’Ts together.
Edu Bears is a company that offers innovative educational solutions
Our agship brand is Teddy Eddie, an ambitious method of teaching
English to kids aged 2 to 7 tested by more than 20,000 students in over 250
language schools throughout Poland, Slovakia and Czech Republic
Edu Bears consists of a small but constantly growing team of creative and
passionate people. With the combined enthusiasm of the method’s authors,
our employees, teachers and parents of our students, we are able to
provide children with the best language education – introducing them into
the world of English which never is nor will be a “foreign” language to
them.
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Błażej Ceglarsk
Edu Bear
Mob. +48 603 625 04
blazej.ceglarski@edubears.com
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Breakout Room
Fraus
Video Presentation
On and Off Activities and Tips

Watch here how Zina Pittrova, an experienced English teacher, works with
her students at online and of ine lessons. She gives the ideas of using
sounds, objects and words. If you want to see the second part of the video,
feel free to register at seminare.fraus.cz. We are about to launch an online
course with Zina Pittrova at the end of March.
Fraus Publishing – professional support for education. Our goal is to help
students develop their skills and knowledge. Above all, we want to motivate
them and lead them to independent thinking and discovering
Mgr. Michal Urbáne
Nakladatelství Fraus, s.r.o
Edvarda Beneše 2438/7
301 00 Plze
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Tel.: +420 775 892 23
E-mail: urbanek@fraus.c
Web: http://www.fraus.c

Breakout Room
Klett & Delta Publishing
Explore our
interactive and printed
textbooks
Václav Hoďák will give a practical presentation of mcourser + application
mlibro: interactive form of textbook and workbook
Šárka Štyksová will present our range of printed textbooks, workbooks and
supplementary materials.
The Klett Group is one of Europe’s leading education-dedicated
enterprises, with 67 companies at 33 sites in 15 countries. The Group’s
portfolio encompasses everything from traditional textbooks to modern
interactive learning aids; from professional literature to the classics.
Moreover, the Klett Group has established itself as the leading private
provider of educational and continued education services.
Šárka Štyksov
Klett nakladatelství s.r.o.
Jičínská 2348/1
130 00 Praha 3 - Vinohrad
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Email: sarka.styksova@klett.cz
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Breakout Room
Macmillan Education

Question Time!

Do you have any questions about teaching Primary or Secondary students
• how to teach particular grammar topics (e.g. Present Perfect, Future
Perfect, Past Perfect, Conditionals, ...
• how to cater for your student need
• what materials to choose and how to work with the
Pavla Milerski will be happy to share her teaching experience and will try to
help you nd answers to any questons on any topic you might have
Do you just want to pop-in and say hello
It is important to support each other, so let us share some smiles!
Macmillan
Hungry for more
Please visit our international website where we have a plethora of FREE
webinars relating to distance teaching and learning.
https://www.macmillanenglish.com/training-events/webinar-archive
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Pavla Milersk
Educational Consultan
Macmillan Education
T (+420) 70297542
pavla.milerski@macmillaneducation.com
www.macmillan.c
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Breakout Room
National Geographic Learning

Ask Tim anything!

Meet your regional National Geographic Learning manager
Tim Pearse will be at the NGL virtual stand to answer any burning
questions you may have on … well, whatever is on your mind. You may
want to ask about the ELT publishing industry; maybe you want to know
more about what makes NGL different, or what NGL can do to support you
and your students. Are you thinking of taking the jump and going digital?
Find out what NGL can do for you.
National Geographic Learning, is a leading provider of English Language
Teaching materials for learners at kindergarten, to adult and academic
education. Our unique partnerships with National Geographic and TED
mean we offer a unique range of authentic materials, online and of ine to
bring ALL classrooms to life. For information on our titles, visit our website
ELTNGL.com
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Tim Pearse
National Geographic Learning
Sales Manager - CE
tim.pearse@cengage.com
Tel.: +420 605842547

Breakout Room
Oxford University Press
Online services and products
update for 2021

You can join in and discuss hot topics such as distant teaching and
learning, Adobe Flash Player – end of support and what to do, Classroom
Presentation Tool (new generation of iTools), Online Practice, e-books,
Teachers Resource Centre Online etc.
Oxford University Press (OUP) publishes more than 6,000 titles a year
worldwide, in a variety of formats. Its range includes dictionaries, English
language teaching materials, children's books, journals, scholarly
monographs, printed music, higher education textbooks, and schoolbooks
Whether you’re taking small steps into teaching with digital or big strides,
it’s easy to nd your way with support from Oxford here: https://elt.oup.com/
feature/global/get-into-digital-teaching
Radim Sedlá
Educational Representative
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Oxford University Press Brn
602 718 34
radim.sedlak@oup.com
www.oup.com/elt/cz
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Breakout Room
P.A.R.K. Cambridge Exam Centre

What can Cambridge Exams and P.A.R.K. do for your school? In this
session, we will explore our range of products and services that will enable
your students and yourself to prepare sucessfully for Cambridge Exams.
Since 2011 Cambridge P.A.R.K. is one of the 10 centres in the Czech
Republic authorised by the Cambridge Assessment English to organise
Cambridge English exams.In 2015 we received the PLATINUM CENTRE
status con rming the top quality of our services as well as the continuously
growing number of exam candidates
Roman Kožnar
Centre Exams Manager
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tel. +420 606 74 00 75
e-mail: cambridge@zkouskypark.cz
http://www.zkouskypark.cz
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Breakout Room
Scilearn
How to Prepare the Student's Brain
for English

Do you ever wonder why is spoken English so hard to decode for students?
Why do students have an accent and why English acquisition is so slow?
It’s all in the brain. In this session we will discuss neuroscienti c solutions to
these problems

SciLearn English is a unique neuroscience based program designed to
improve English skills and develop full language pro ciency. Used around
the world by millions of students at all levels of English
Michaela Tilton is a co-author of workbooks and course methodologies for
GoKids English and a teacher trainer for SciLearn English - a neuroscience
based program for fast learning

Ing. Michaela Tilton, MB
Jednatelka/CEO - Nuerasoft, s.r.o
www.scilearn.cz
Skype: michaelatilto
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Mobile: +420 608 476 04
Srbsko 4, 29402 Knezmost, Czech Rep
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Breakout Room
Ventures Books

Let´s meet and talk!

Would you like to know more about Ventures Books, our webinars, teaching
tips and methodological support for teachers? Do you have any questions
regarding Pearson textbooks and extra materials? Join us and ask
Ventures Books is a direct importer of Pearson and Cambridge University
Press ELT titles as well as a distributor of other ELT publishers. In Ventures
Books we provide methodological support for teachers: we organize
conferences and webinars, prepare teaching tips, and create
supplementary textbook materials

.
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If you would like to get a free sample of textbook, please contact us via
email: metodik@venturesbooks.com

